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This article reconsidersthe development and licensing of agreementas a syntactic projection and arguesfor a productivedevelopmentalrelationbetween agreementand the categoryof focus. The authorssuggest that focus projectionsare initially selected by a variety of functional heads with real semanticcontent.Over time however such selected focus frequentlydecays into a simple concord shell, and when this occurs, the lower half of the shell becomes a simple agreement projectionparasiticallylicensed by the higherfunctionalhead,which does have a genuinesemantic value.* INTRODUCTION.In currentChomskyanapproachesto syntax, the statusof AGREEMENT as a functional type projected in syntax has come to be rathercontroversial.On the one hand, Chomsky (1995) argues that agreementhas no particularsemantic content and therefore should not project as a functional head. On the other hand, there is much morphological and syntactic evidence in favor of agreement projections, and their existence is still widely assumedin much ongoing work (e.g. Brody 2000, Kayne 1994, Cinque 1999). Attemptingto confrontthis generalproblem,we set out to establish the suggestionsin 1, arguingfor a productivedevelopmentalrelationbetweenagreement and the category of FOCUS: (1) a. Focus may actually occur in more than one syntactic position, contra assumptionsimplicit in much recent work such as Rizzi 1997. b. Focus may in fact be selected by a variety of functionalheads with real semantic content. c. Over time, the focus interpretationof a selected focus projection may decay and become lost. The decay of a focus projectionthen gives rise to a two-partSHELLstructurein which the lower half of the shell becomes simple agreementor concord and is parasiticallylicensed by the upper half of the shell, which does have a genuine semantic value. The simple intuitionwe attemptto establish and make use of is the observationthat the repetitioneffect found in the doublingof morphologicalmaterialfrequentlyresults in naturalemphasis, and may be directly triggeredby the need to encode focus. Such focus effects may, however, later undergo weakening and eventually result in just simple agreementwith two elements relating to a single semantic value. In such an instance, we suggest, agreementas a functionalprojectionthen comes to be licensed in a two-partshell structureparasitically,in virtue of the genuine semantic content of the higher shell head. The view of agreementdeveloped here argues that agreement projections do not occur as extended projectionsof lexical categories, as commonly assumed,but are insteadinduced and legitimized in syntactic structureby higherfunctional heads. The article also deals with issues of discontinuousdependenciesand the relation of focus to the universalbase hypothesis. The term AGREEMENT is used in its broadest sense to refer to all instances where of one properties linguisticelementare separatelycoded in a second positionin syntactic * This work was originally presented at the nineteenth West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics, held in UCLA in February2000. For helpful suggestions and comments on earlierdrafts, we would like to thank in particularRichardKayne, Dominique Sportiche, Jean-RogerVergnaud,Maria Luisa Zubizarreta, and also the referees and editors of Language. 287
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structure.Elsewhere in Chomskyeanapproachesto morpho-syntaxthere is sometimes a separationof agreementphenomenainto instances where the agreementproperties of a maximal projectionare locally matched against those of a head in a spec-head configuration,i.e. SPEC-HEADAGREEMENT, and other instancesof agreementwhere elements with correspondingfeatures do not occur in such a relation, often referredto with the term CONCORD.Here we do not assume that spec-headagreementand concord are necessarily different phenomenato be approachedand treated in different ways, and thereis correspondinglyno significantdistinctionassumedin our use of the terms agreementand concord.We returnto the issue of how spec-headand other agreement phenomenamay be analyzedin essentially the same way towardthe end of the article (?6).' 1. FRENCHNEGATIVE The first of the patterns we present as support for CONCORD.



the suggestionsin 1 is the occurrenceof negative concordin French,wheretwo discrete morphemes,ne and pas, signal a single instance of negation, as in 2. (2) Jean ne veut pas aller a l'ecole. Jean NEGwant NEGgo



to the school



'Jean doesn't want to go to school'. Whentwo elementsare associatedwith a single semanticvalue in this way, the question arises as to how this is actuallyrealizedin syntacticstructures.Pollock (1989) analyzes this instanceof negative concordas in 3, with the elementpas occurringin the specifier of a NegP headed by ne, hence a single projectionof negation with two discrete overt parts. (3)



NegP



Neg'



Spec



pas



Neg?



VP



ne Such an analysis of negation however faces the potentially serious criticism that the linear orderingof pas before ne as markersof sententialnegation is never attestedin the overt syntax.2Pollock suggests that the surface order of ne precedingpas is due 1In more recent minimalist



approaches(Chomsky 1998, 1999), the spec-head relation is actually no longer seen as an instance of agreement,and the matchingof featureson maximalprojectionsand heads is assumed to be (potentially) effected nonlocally, with movement of an element to a spec position being triggeredby a ratherdifferentEPPrequirement.The idea presentin GB andearlierminimalismthatagreement may perhapsbe factored into two distinct types (spec-head and non-spec-head/concord-typeagreement)is consequentlyno longer assumed in the more recent developmentsof minimalism. 2 Certainconstituent negationtype cases, like (i) below, do occur with pas precedingne in surfaceorder. However, herepas has raisedto its surfaceposition attachedto the subjectun hommefrom a position below ne. Importantly,one does not find cases wherepas precedes ne in an underivedorderthat might reflect an underlyingbase-generatedspec-head relation between pas and ne. Thanks to Richard Kayne for bringing such examples to our attention. (i) [Pas un homme]kn'est venu tk. NEGone man



NEGis come



'Not one man came.'
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to the fact that the Neg-head ne is a clitic and raises higher thanpas when attachedto a finite verb raising up to T?. However, even in nonfinite clauses where there is no cliticization of ne to the verb one still finds ne precedingpas as in 4. This may be taken to suggest that there should in fact be some other analysis relating ne to pas in the underlyingsyntax. aller, c'est bete. (4) Ne pas y NEG NEG there go it-is stupid 'It's stupid not to go there.' With this aim in mind, we turn now to a considerationof the historical development of negative concord in Frenchand show how the well-documenteddiachronicpatterns offer potentiallyvaluableand insightfulclues to the underlyingsynchronicsyntax. The historicaloutline we now providefollows the observationsof a wide rangeof researchers, includingGamillscheg(1957), Price (1971), Rickard(1983), and Schwegler(1988, 1990), all of whom agree on the basic patternof development. Originally in Old French, prior to the occurrence of any negative concord forms, sententialnegation was signalled simply with the element ne in isolation, as in 5. (5) Il ne vout estre ses amis. he NEG want be



his friends



'He does not want to be friends.' Subsequentto this, a numberof secondaryelements came to be used togetherwith ne, for example mie 'crumb', gote 'drop' and point 'dot, point'. These all originated as nouns with clear descriptivecontent and are assumedto have been used as negative objects with differentsets of semanticallyappropriateverbs. The elementpas meaning 'a pace' or 'a step' was also among this object groupand occurrednaturallywith verbs such as 'walk', 'run' as in 6. un pas avant. (Chansonde Roland) (6) N'irai NEG-will.goa step forward 'I will not proceed.' From a large number of such objects occurring with ne, Gamillscheg (1957) and othersnote thata small numberof these generalizedtheiruse and began occurringwith a wider range of verbs as nonliteralobjects, so that by the sixteenth century only the four elementspas, point, mie, andgote continuedto occur.Laterstill, in moder French, only pas and point are found. Essentially then, moder Frenchpas over time lost its originalpurelyliteralmeaningof 'step' and came to be used as a fully generalreinforcement of negationwith verbs thathave no connectionwith walking or runningor actions involving 'steps' as potentially genuine objects. In this development, we would like to highlight three importantfacts. The first of these is listed as propertyone. Originally transitive verbs that occurredwith ne and pas/mielpoint etc. did not permit any additional direct object. However, during the course of the development, it became possible and normal for paslmielpoint to occur togetherwith discrete overt direct objects in transitivesentences like 7 where the verb creindre 'to fear' embeds the object sa menace 'his threat'. PROPERTYONE



Sub V pas/pointlmie (*Object) -/



Sub V paslpoint/mie Object



(7) Belin ne crienst point sa menace. Belin NEGfears



POINThis threat



'Belin does not fear his threat.'



(Brut)
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The second developmentwas thatpas, point, and mie underwenta significantreposithe lexical verb tioning and began to occur in a noncanonicalobject position PRECEDING in infinitive forms (8b), past participleforms (9), and where the lexical verb follows a modal (10), as indeed in modernFrench.Previously,pas, point, and mie occurredin a regular object position following the lexical verb in infinitive and past participle forms. TWO PROPERTY



paslpointlmieetc. changeposition from canonicalobjectposition following nonfinite lexical verbs to a position preceding such forms: Sub ne (Aux) V-Fin pas/pointlmie -



Sub ne (Aux) paslpointlmie



V-Fin



(8) a. pour ne perdrepas -- b. pour ne pas perdre to



NEGlose



PAS



to



NEGPASlose



'in ordernot to lose ...' pas mange. (9) Je n'ai I NEGhave PAS eaten



'I haven't eaten.' (10) Je ne veux pas manger. I NEGwant PAS eat



'I don't want to eat.' Third,it is widely reportedthat the use of the second memberof the negation pair was originally both optional, and specifically for adding emphasis to the negation, focusing the negation in a way similar to English examples like 11 where an object depicting a small amountis used to increase the emphaticvalue of the negation. (11) I didn't drink a DROP! THREE PROPERTY



Use of paslpointlmieetc. was originallyoptionaland specifically used to add strong emphasis on the negation. We suggest that these characteristicsall point towarda single analysis. Propertyone notes thatwhile pas and the othersecondaryelements were originallygenuine syntactic objects of the verbs they occurredwith, lateron otherNPs occurredas objects together with pas, point, and mie, suggesting that the lattermust have undergonesome kind of reanalysis as purely functional morphemesbase generatedin a position distinct from that of the object. Furthermore,whereaspas, point, and mie, etc. originally used to inflect for numberand/orcase and occur with articles, as in 6, these propertieswere lost during the course of their development, again suggesting a reanalysis from the status of nominal object to that of purely functional morpheme.Propertytwo notes that there was also an importantpositional change, supportingthe assumptionthatpas etc. became base generatedin a functionalposition different from that of the object. Finally, propertythree suggests that this functionalposition was associated with clear emphasis and focus on the negation in ne. We thereforesuggest the following two steps in the initial developmentof two-part negation structuresin French:ne in Neg? in Old Frenchbegan to select for an optional focus projectiondominatingits VP complement,and elements such as pas were originally base generatedin object position and then raised to the specifier of the focus projection,as in 12, possibly in orderto identify the functionalprojectionin the sense of Koopman 1999 via associating it with some overt material.3 3Concerning the selection of a secondary morpheme to encode focus here, we believe that there are probablythree mechanisms that languages commonly use to signal focus: (i) the addition of stress to an element, (ii) positional change and the movement of an element to a certain focus position, and (iii) the addition of morphologicalmaterialeither in the form of a simple focus markeradded to an element or a
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(12)



NegP



Neg'



FocP



Neg ne



Foc'



Spec



pas



VP



Foc



V'



Spec



V



NP(Object)



With the continued association of pas, point, and mie with focus and negation we suggest thatthese elements were laterreanalyzedas occurringbase generatedDIRECTLY in the spec of the focus-projection. Such reanalysis would have then allowed for the object position to be occupied by a genuine nonemphatic NP and resulted in forms with overt objects in addition to paslpointlmie, as in 14, correspondingto the NegP in 13. pas vu Jean. (13) Je n'ai I NEG have PAS seen Jean



'I haven't seen Jean.' Such an analysis models the observationthat elements like pas were originallyjust regularverbal objects and later came to function ambiguouslyboth as verbal objects and as emphatic reinforcersof negation, repositioning themselves to the left of the nonfinitelexical verbs, as in 12. Laterstill,pas is arguedto have undergonefull reanalysis and grammaticalizedin the higherposition allowing for the object-of-verbposition to be filled with new discrete objects.4 discretesecondarymorpheme(as in Frenchnegation,and in otherconstructionsdiscussedbelow). Languages might also make use of a combinationof these mechanisms.With Frenchnegation, we believe that the third option and the additionof a secondarymorphemeto signal focus may possibly have been selected because the first option-indicating focus via stress-might have been unavailabledue to ne being phonetically reducedandunableto carrystress.Since the second option-movement to a focus position-is also frequently linked with the stressing of a focused element, it is possible that ne could also not undergo movement to any higher focus position to signal emphatic negation. Consequently,the third option-adding new material-may well have been the most naturalway for this focus to be encoded with ne. 4 The fact that pas undergoesrepositioningand movement to a position distinct from the regularobject position in the stage representedin 10 indicates thatpas is involved in a genuine focus-movementstrategy to a distinct focus position and pas does not just encode simple emphasis via stress, as is apparentlythe case in English 11. Note also that while the patternin Frenchhas been observed in many Romance languages, and varieties of north Italian, Catalan, and other varieties have all made use of emphatic reinforces of negation that originated as clear verbal objects, an interesting variation of this same basic patternhas been noted by
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NegP



(14)



Neg' FocP



Neg ne



Foc'



Spec pas



VP



Foc



V



Spec V



je



NP(Object)



(I) vu



(seen)



Jean (John)



Concerningthe laterdevelopmentof the ne-pas negationstructure,while pas clearly originatedas a markerof emphaticnegation, over time the focus and emphaticforce resulting from its use with ne underwentgradualweakening and eventually was lost so that in modernFrenchthere is no longer any emphaticinterpretationresultingfrom the occurrenceof pas. The use of pas also regularizedto the extent that it became obligatoryin simple negative sentences such as 13. We returnlaterin ?5 to this further stage of developmentwhere a focus structuredecays into an instanceof simple concord and agreement.First, however, we consider three other patterns. 2. CHINESERELATIVE CLAUSES.The first of these patterns concerns a problem in the



analysis of relative clauses in Chinese, where one finds the linear sequence of relative clause followed by the relativizingelement de and then the relativizedNP, as in 15. RC de N (15) [wo mai]-de shu buy DE book



I



'the book I bought' Historically,it is commonly assumed that the relativizingelement de here is derived from an earlierelement zhi, which had a paralleldistributionwith de. This element zhi is itself known to have also functionedas a clear demonstrative,as seen in 16. Schwegler (1990) in BrazilianPortugeseand Choc6 Spanish. In these varieties of Romance the morpheme used to signal that emphatic negation is not an object of the verb but a simple repetition of the original negative morphemeitself in a second lower position, as in (i) and (ii). Such patternstherefore show that morphemesotherthanobjects may arguablybe used to identify and activatethe hypothesizednegative-focus projectionselected and induced by the Neg? head. NAO vou NAO Brazilian Portugese (i) NEG



(ii)



go NEG



'I'm NOT going!' Yo NO s6 NO I



NEG know



Choc6 Spanish



NEG



'I DON'T know!' (Montes Giraldo 1974)
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(16) zhi er chong you he zhi these two worm again what know 'And what do these two worms know?' (Zhuangzi 1.10) Simpson (1997, 2001a) and Wu (2000) thereforesuggest that de is a determiner-type element in DOderived from the earlierdemonstrativesource and now largely bleached of its original definiteness value. This also fits well typologically with the observation that it is common for determinersor demonstrativesto be involved in the formation of relative clauses, as noted in various examples such as 17 and 18 from Keenan 1985 and Williamson 1987. (17) Mary owiza wa kage ki he



Williamson 1987) (Lakhota,



ophewathu



Mary quilt a make the that IsG.buy 'Mary bought that quilt I made.' awa: awu:w-pu-l



(18) tanay



(Diegueno, Keenan 1985)



ciyawx



yesterday house IsG.saw-the-inIsG.will.sing 'I will sing in the house I saw yesterday.' de Taking to be in DO,this might suggest an analysis of Chinese relative clauses like 19, an adaptationof structuresproposedin both Murasugi2000 and Ouhalla 1999 for similar relative clause patterns in Japanese and Afroasiatic languages. Simpson (1997, 2001a) and Wu (2000) in fact both argue for the alternativeanalysis in 20, following ideas in Vergnaud 1985 and Kayne 1994. DP



(19) RC



D'



wo mai I buy



DO



NP



de



shu book



DP



(20) a.



b.



D' D de



DP



D'



IPk CP



wo mai ti



D



CP



I buy C'



Spec



shui



de Spec IP



C



booki wo mai ti



I



buy t



C'



IP



shut C book -^~~~-



\tk
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Either analysis however then encounters the problem that demonstratives may cooccur with de as in 21. RC de Dem NP (21) [wo mai]-de nei-ben shu DE I buy that-CL book 'that book I bought' Taking de to be in DO, one is forced to assume that the demonstrative in such cases is therefore base generated in some lower position. In Simpson 1997 the precise identity of this position is largely ignored and consequently remains a problem as there clearly should be some explanation of how a demonstrative can come to be base generated in a lower DP-interal position. The solution, we believe, is essentially the same as for French negation, and importantly it can be argued that there are both agreement and focus properties associated with such structures as in French. First, if de is indeed derived from a demonstrative and occurs in D?, when it cooccurs with a lower demonstrative as in 21, we suggest AGREEMENT exists between the demonstrative and the deterthat a form of DEFINITENESS miner de in DO (as indeed argued in Simpson 2001a). Second, the addition of the demonstrative also adds a clear emphatic value functioning to reinforce the definiteness of the construction in a way that can be compared with the use of negative reinforcers in Old French. Therefore we suggest that the use of demonstratives to reinforce a second element in DOsyntactically results from the DOoptionally selecting for a focus projection where the demonstrative is base generated, as in 22.5 DP



(22)



D'



IP



wo mai I buy



D



de



FocP



Foc'



nei-ben that-CL Foc



CP/NP



shu book Very similar phenomena are in fact also present in a number of other languages, and definiteness agreement and the parallel cooccurrence of determiners and demonstratives are found in Spanish, Hebrew, Greek, and Romanian, among other languages. As shown in 23 from Spanish, a demonstrative tolerates cooccurrence with a definite determiner but not an indefinite determiner and hence there is a requirement of definiteness agreement between the DO and a lower demonstrative. 5 The structurein 22 is essentially neutralwith respect to whetherthe underlyingstructureis 19 or 20, hence the labelling of the constituentdominatingshu 'book' as either CP or NP. Note also that we follow Giusti 1997 and assume that certain demonstrativeunits may be base generatedin specifier positions.
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(23) el/*un hombre este the/a man this 'this man' The optional occurrenceof a demonstrativeis also well noted to add a clear emphasis and focus in the DP, as pointed out in Silva-Villar& Gutierrez-Rexach(2001). Consequently, assuming the determinerto be in D?, such structuresraise the same problem as in Chinese concerning where it might be assumed that the demonstrativeis base generated. In the Chinese cases, the DOelement de is regularlyadjacentto the demonstrative and when the demonstrativeoccurs following the relative clause nothing intervenes between de and the demonstrative,as seen for example in 24. RC de Adj Dem NP (24) *[wo mai]-de [xin] nei-ben shu I buy



DE



new that-CL book



Consequentlyone can argue fairly straightforwardlythat the demonstrativeoccurs in a projection immediately selected by the D?, the hypothesized focus projection. In Spanish there is much more freedom in placementof elements arounda lower demonstrativeand so underlyingadjacencyof the demonstrativeand the determinerin DOis harderto argue for. Nevertheless we suggest that the DOin Spanish also selects for a focus phraseas in Chinese and thatthe underlyingadjacencyof DOand the focus phrase is later distorted by other applicationsof movement, for example raising of the NP containingthe head-nounto left-adjointo the FocP, as perhapsin 25. Such movementof the NP can be takento be an instanceof Zubizarreta's(1998) P-MOVEMENT, a defocusing movement triggeredby the need to place a constituent-internalfocused element (here the demonstrative)in a prosodically prominentconstituent/domainfinal position.6 DP



(25)



D'



D?



el



FocP



NP



FocP



[hombre]i este



Foc'



Foc?



NP



ti



6



Alternatively,if the morphologicallysimple demonstrativein Spanishis perhapsgeneratedin the focus head, as suggested to us by RichardKayne, the NP might be assumed to raise to the specifier of the focus phrase ratherthan adjoin to the maximal projectionFocP.
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Alternative suggestions that the demonstrative may be base generated lower down in the DP offer no explanation of what could cause a demonstrative to begin to occur in such a position. In our account, the focus phrase is, however, directly selected and induced by the DO and there is also necessary definiteness agreement between the focused demonstrative and the determiner in D?. Similar to the case of negative concord in French, in Spanish, and in Chinese one further finds the significant pattern that a higher and historically older head selects for a new lower focus as a reinforcement of the semantic value of the higher head, as noted in 26. (26) OLDERselects NEW as reinforcement and emphasis of its semantic value HEAD



FOCUS



ne de el



pas nei este



It is well known that historically determiners develop from demonstratives (see e.g. Vincent 1997) and so this is the pattern one would expect, with older determiner elements selecting for newer demonstratives in lower positions to the right of D0.7 As anticipated, one does not seem to find the reverse patterning and a neutral underived order of demonstrative-determiner.8 *este hombre el DET DEMman 3. CHINESE ASPECT.The next pattern we consider here relates to aspect. In Mandarin Chinese progressive aspect is commonly expressed with the element zai, as in 28. (28) ta zai kan-shu he ASPlook book 'He is reading.' However, in addition to zai one also finds an optional second element, which is commonly taken to be part of the expression of progressive aspect in sentence-final posi(27)



7 The old vs. new distinctionreferredto here could perhapsin certain instances also be described with Forexample,it mightbe thatthe determinerandthe demonstraVS. NONDECAYED. the opposingtermsDECAYED tive in a reinforcementpairing might be equally old in a language (as may be so in Spanish with both el and este derived from Latin demonstratives),but that the determinerhas decayed from an earlier clear demonstrativefunction to become a simple determinerwhereas the demonstrativehas not undergonesuch decay. Thanksto a referee for general useful informationhere. 8 A refereepointedout thatthe sequenceof Demonstrative> Determiner> NP might seem to be possible in Hungarian,as in (i), asking how this unexpectedordermight be analyzed. Az a konyv (i) this the book Here we suggest that perhapsthe demonstrativemay be moved to or base generatedin the specifier of a projectionhigherthan DP that has as its primaryfunction specificationof the deictic location of a DP (and is thereforenot necessarilyfocus inducedby Do in the same way as the cases consideredin the text). Potential supportfor such an assumptioncomes from the observationthat demonstrativesin Chinese can occur either below D?, as shown in 22, or alternativelyin a higher position precedinga relative clause, as in (ii). Given that the relative clause in 22/ii is assumed to be raised to SpecDP, the demonstrative-classifierunit in (ii) must be taken to occupy some higher specifier position. In connection with this alternativepositioning of the demonstrativein 22/ii, Huang (1982) notes that a demonstrativein the initial position in Chinese results in a much strongerdeictic interpretationthan in the lower DP-internalposition in 22, which suggests that the linearly initial specifier/projectiondominatingDP does indeed have a specifically deictic function. (ii) [nei-ben [DP [Ip wo mai tk]m de [cP shuktm]]] book D I buy that-CL 'that book there which I bought'
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tion-the morpheme ne.9 This use of ne with zai consequently results in linear sequences with the VP occurringbetween zai and ne. (29) ta zai kan-shu ne he ASP look book ASP



'He is reading.' Again, such structuresclearly presentthe problemof discontinuousdependencies,and here it appearsthatthe single categoryof progressiveaspect is encoded in two different locations in the clause. Importantly,it can now be noted that, similar to pas in earlierforms of Frenchand the use of demonstrativeswith determiners,the second elementne in progressiveaspect sentences in Chinese is used to specifically introducea clear emphasis and focus into the constructionit occurs in. Withne, this resultsin focus on the aspectualinterpretation of the construction.Consequently,once again one finds that a doublingof morphological informationand the cooccurrenceof two morphemesassociatedwith a single basic semantic value-progressive aspect-results in and is used to encode a particularly emphaticinterpretationof that semanticvalue. Thereforeas with Frenchne . .pas and the doubling of determinerswith demonstrativeswe would like to suggest a similar conclusion:the highermorphemezai occurs in an aspectualhead and optionallyselects for a focus phraseheaded by the emphatichead ne above the VP as in the underlying structurein 30. (30)



AspP FocP



Asp? zai



VP



Foc ne



The attestedsurface order,we suggest, may result from movement of the VP complement of ne to the empty specifier position of the focus phrase, as in 31. (31)



AspP FocP



Asp? zai



Foc'



VPi



Foc



\



VP



ne



9 Note that thereis anothersentence-finalparticlepronouncedne in Chinese, occurring optionallyin WHquestions.Since this elementis in complementarydistributionwith the yes/no questionparticlema, we assume that it is a COhead specified as + WHinterrogativeand thereforea differentelement from aspectualne.
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In support,we note that in the Taiwanese variety of Chinese there is good evidence from tone sandhipatternsthatin certaininstancesheavy clausal/predicatecomplements do indeed raise to the left of particle-typefunctionalheads that select them, as schematized in 32, representingthe derivationin 33. (32)



PRT [IP ] -



[IP ]i PRT ti



(33) Underlyingform: [cp kong2 [ip Al-sinl m7 lai5]] PRT



A-sin not come



Surface output: [cp [ip A7-sinl m3 lai5]i kongl ti] 'A-Sin isn't coming, I'm telling you!' This movementis discussed in detail in Simpson & Wu 2002 and may have a number of explanations.'?One possibility is that it is triggeredby the encliticizationneeds of grammaticalizedand phonologically reduced elements (hence the particle attractsits complementto the left to encliticize to). A second potentialexplanationis that certain particlesare interpretedas instantiatingthe focus of a sentence;this may in turncause a following complementto undergoa defocusing movement to the left of the particle, similar to cases of p-movementdiscussed in Zubizarreta1998 and the suggestion for Spanish cases like 25 above. Both such explanationsare available with aspectualne, which is grammaticalizedand phonologicallyreducedand also the clear focus of sentences it occurs in. We would thereforelike to assume that the VP in sentences with ne is indeed raised and defocused, as in 31, and that the interpretationof focused progressive aspect results from the combinationof two projectionsin an instance of aspectual concord very similar to the cases of definiteness agreement and negative concord alreadyconsidered. 4. MODALSAND FOCUS-THE CASEOF THAIdai. A final relevantexample we would like to offer here is the case of a modal pattern in Thai and certain other Southeast Asian languages discussed in depth in Simpson 2001b. Thai, Cambodian, and Vietnamese are all highly regular S-Aux-V-O languages with one striking exception. In all these languages one finds that a modal with the interpretation 'can/be able to' occurs in predicatefinal position, frequently as in 35, schematized in 34a, or alternatively, following the verb and preceeding the object as in 36, schematized in 34b.



(34) a. Subject V Object AUX[CAN] b. Subject V AUX[CANI Object (35) khaw phuut phasaa Thai dai he speak language Thai can 'He can speak Thai.' (36) khaw phuut dai laai phasaa he speak can many language 'He can speak many languages.'



(Thai)



(Thai)



10The claim in Simpson & Wu (2002) that the IP raises leftward from an underlyingform where the particle precedes the IP in COis justified by the following observations.The new particle kong is derived from the verb 'to say' and a two-clause structurein which kong would have preceded its IP complement, Taiwanesebeing SVO and dominantlyhead-initial.We thereforesuggest thatits odd surfaceS-final position results from a leftwardmovement of the IP as a two-clause structurehas reduced into a monoclausalform and kong has grammaticalizedin Co as a modal particle. Synchronically,the ongoing occurrenceof tone sandhi in kong and lack of tone sandhi in the element lai precedingkong can be accountedfor only if it is assumed that kong is noninitialin the sentence when tone sandhi applies to the sentence and lai itself is final, as tone sandhiotherwisenever occurs in a sentence-finalelement and also would be expected to occur in the (surface)nonfinalelement precedingkong. Such patternsare then arguedto indicatethatthe IP-raising operationdoes indeed still take place in present-dayTaiwanese.
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Significantly the S-V-Aux-O (b) patternoccurs only when the object is strongly focused. We therefore argue that this modal introduces a focus projection into the structureandthe derivationof exampleslike 36 involves two movements-focus movement of the object to the focus projectionselected by the modal to its right, and VP defocusing, raising the VP remnantto a position precedingthe modal as schematized linearly in 37. (37) a. S Aux [vPV Ob]



underlyingstructure



b. S Aux [FocPObi [vP V ti]]



object-focusing



c. S [vP V ti]kAux [FocPObi tk]



VP remnant movement



The VP-raisingdefocusing movement accountsfor the very odd and exceptionalposition of this one auxiliaryverb in predicateand sometimes sentence-finalposition, and the focus movement accountsfor the positioningof a heavily focused object following the modal. Because there is otherwise no object shift available in Thai and the other languages with this pattern,it is basically only possible to accountfor the object positioning in 36 if one does assume movement to a specific focus position selected and induced by the modal. Many other empirical and diachronicargumentsalso support such an analysis, as noted in Simpson 2001b. 5. Focus AND AGREEMENT. Considering all the patterns observed here, one consis-



tently finds thatvariousfunctionalcategoriescan all be arguedto induce a focus projection into the structureselecting the focus projectionas theircomplement.This has been suggested as possible at least with the heads D?, Neg?, Asp? and also Mood0?. When the morphemewhich overtly identifies the focus projectionis semi-invariantas with Frenchpas, Chinese and Spanish demonstratives,and Chinese aspectualne, this also results in an instanceof concord where two morphemessuch as ne andpas, or zai and ne are associated with the instantiationof a single basic semantic value-negation, aspect, etc. It should furtherbe noted that the morphemesused as emphaticreinforcements of negation, aspect, and definiteness consideredhere are not used as markersof focus in other constructionsand that these elements are thereforeeach understoodas signalling the focus of a particularsemantic value-negation, progressiveaspect, and so on. In this sense then they result in what can be called



FOCUS CONCORD,



an interpreta-



tion of focus associated with a particularhead, and the association of two overt morphemes with a single semantic value when a focus is induced. (38) FOCUS CONCORD: The optional repetitionof a propertyof a linguistic item X in a second locus Y for the express purposeof emphasizingthis propertyof X. Significantly, focus concord may over time develop into SIMPLE CONCORD and lose all its original association with focus. (39) SIMPLECONCORD: The obligatory, automatic repetition of a property of a linguistic item X in a second locus Y causing no additional semantic or pragmaticeffects. 1 We do not attemptto go into the questionof how the scope of focus may be realizedat LF, and whether any wide-scope interpretationof the focus induced by differentclause-internalfunctionalheads is encoded by furtherraising to a high scopal position at LF. Such a question, raised by a referee, is similarto the issue of whetherclause-internalnegation and tense undergoLF raisingto encode their sententialscope or whether this wide-scope interpretationis achieved in some other way. As we have no relevantevidence bearing on the issue, we do not discuss it furtherhere.
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This development is particularly clear in the case of French negation, where the original focus interpretation resulting from the optional use of the emphatic reinforcer pas has now been lost, giving rise to simple negative concord between ne and pas. Such a change may indeed be quite natural, and it has often been noted that special syntactic forms originally used for a particular stylistic effect may over time lose their stylistic force and simply become regularized in the syntax with frequent use. In the case of the focus concord types highlighted here, we therefore suggest that over time these may commonly reduce into simple concord and the occurrence of simple agreement in syntax, with a doubling of morphemes associated with a single semantic value.12 Quite generally we suggest the following stages of development. In step one of the process a higher functional head X optionally selects for a new focus projection domi(40)



XP1



X', X0-



xa



XP2FOCUS



Spec



(P)



X'2FOCUS



X-2FOCUS



ZP



(P) 12In additionto the cases consideredmore



closely in ??1-3 in the text, thereare othersimple cases where focus has been noted to be involved in the developmentof an agreementsystem, furthersuggesting that the focus-agreementconnectionarguedfor is indeed a valid one. Two cases we can briefly mentionhere are the developmentof possessor agreementin Mongolian (Comrie 1980), and the developmentof adjectival-like agreementin Thai (Hundius and Kolver 1983). In the former system, there is a synchronicdoubling of a prenominalpossessor as an affix-like element on the noun, either in a reduced or full form, illustratedin (i). b. mini more-mini a. mini more-m (i) my horse-my my horse- sG/my 'my horse' 'my horse' Of potentialsignificance here is that early sequences of more-mini [horse my] are describedas having been associatedwith a clear emphasisand focus in contrastto forms like [my horse], and it is the formeremphatic/ focus form thathas developed into the modern-daysimple agreementform following the possessive pronoun. In the second case, the ongoing developmentof an agreementsystem in modem Thai, thereis an optional doubling of the DP-internalclassifier, which encodes propertiesof the head noun in DPs, and a classifier sometimesoccursnot only in its regularposition adjacentto demonstrativesbut also repeatedon an adjective, as in (ii). (ii) phuuying (khon)-suaykhon-nii woman (cL)-pretty CL-this 'this pretty woman' Here it is importantto point out that the optional use of the classifier on the adjective brings with it a clear emphatic/focusvalue and is licensed only when the speakerwishes to add particularheavy emphasis on the adjective. The development of a new agreement system that clearly resembles the adjectival agreement systems of Romanceand Germaniclanguagesthen again seems to be closely linked to the propertyof focus.
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nating its regular complement ZP, and the specifier or the head of the new projection is instantiated by some overt morpheme P identifying this focus, as in 40.13 Later, in step two, continued use of the focus construction results in a loss of the emphatic interpretation and the morphological doubling becomes regularized as an instance of simple concord/agreement. This then evolves into a two-part SHELL structure of two functional and two maximal associated with consisting morphemes projections the single semantic and categorial value of X and no additional focus, and the element that instantiates the lower part of such a shell structure XP2 selected by the higher head X?-0 comes to simply agree with the value of X0-1 as an instance of concord, as in 41.14 Here X might correspond to Neg in formal moder French, a to ne and 1Bto pas in SpecNegAGR as shown in 42. (41)



XP1



X"i



X0-1



ot



XP2AGR



Spec



()



X'2AGR



ZP



X-2AGR



(P) (42)



NegP1



Neg'l Neg-I



ne



NegP AGR



Spec



pas



Neg'2AGR



Neg-2AGR



ZP



13We assume that the optionaloccurrenceof the focus phrasebetween the higherhead X? and the regular complementof X? does not interferewith the selection relation between X? and its complementZP, in the same way that the optional occurrenceof a projectionsuch as NegP between TOand its complementAspP/ VP in various languages does not block the regularselection relationbetween such a TOand AspP/VP. An optionalfocus phraselike an optionalNegP is in this sense assumedto be 'transparent'to the regularselection requirementsimposed by a higher head. 14The term SHELL is first introducedin Larson 1988 to refer to a structurein which a head X? selects a complement XP with the same syntactic label as the selecting head X?, hence a VP may occur as the complementto a higher V? (Larson 1988:384). We use the term in an essentially parallelway to refer to a structurein which a lower XP is selected by a higher X? and the two XPs combined in such a structure share the same categorial label (i.e. the lower selected XP is basically just a repeateddependentdouble of
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In this second stage, when the focus interpretation has been lost, giving rise to a simple agreement projection and the occurrence of Neg-, Aspect- and D-shells, we suggest that the agreement projection lower half of the shell is licensed in the shell parasitically by virtue of instantiating the same value as its selecting head X, which does have a genuine semantic interpretation. The necessary dependency of the lower shell extension on the higher semantically legitimate head/XP can be said to essentially have the result that the lower XP escapes being interpreted as an independent projection at LF and is instead inputted to LF as part of a single complex unit that does have a clear semantic value. 15 Following this, the process may continue in two further steps. When the focusconcord morpheme loses its focus value and develops into a marker of simple concord, because of the semantic redundancy of the doubling, the original instantiation of the higher head X may semantically weaken further and develop into an expletive element. The result is that the historically newer instantiation of the lower part of the shell then comes to be interpreted as the primary encoding of the original semantic value of X. This is clearly seen in French negation structures where pas is commonly taken to be the element signalling negation and ne has been referred to as an expletive element, for example in works such as Cornillon 1998. It is also true in Chinese relative clauses, where the new demonstrative is a far stronger marker of definiteness than the older, bleached demonstrative-determiner de, which no longer seems to signal any definiteness and therefore can be considered expletive-like. Vergnaud & Zubizarreta 1992 also refers to determiners in Romance as having potential expletive functions, and one can suggest that the determiner in the Spanish cases where a demonstrative and a determiner cooccur is indeed expletive-like and a place-filler for the D-position, with the primary definiteness value being encoded in the demonstrative. Certainly if the D-position is not filled by the determiner, the demonstrative is forced to occupy this position rather than any lower position, in a way that resembles other expletive-associate pairs, as in 43.16 (43) a. el hombre este this the man 'this man' b. *hombre este c. este hombre



the higher XP). The main differencebetween the conception of a two-partshell structurein this article and that in Larson 1988 is that in Larson's work such structuresare assumed to be legitimized by theta-role assignmentrequirements,whereaswe are suggestingthatsimilarstructuresmay also be licensed and induced by focus and its eventual decay into agreement. 15The structurein 42 capturesthe generalordering suggestedfor formalmodem Frenchstraightforwardly propertyof ne and pas that ne always precedespas, not only in tensed clauses but also in nonfiniteclauses where ne clearly does not cliticize to the verb. This was noted to be a problemfor Pollock's single projection analysis of ne-pas forms in 3 but is quite naturallyaccountedfor in a dual Neg-shell approachto double negation. 16 The essential process of decay into expletive elements described here is also observed in Greenberg 1978. He notes that demonstrativescommonly decay into determinersand that in a wide range of African languages such determinersfurtherdecay into markersof simple agreement.Greenbergalso points out that the decay of demonstrativesinto determinersand then into expletive-like agreementelements is commonly accompaniedby the renewalof clear indicatorsof definitenessin the creationof new demonstratives.Consepairingsmightseem to be ratherwidespreadin languagedevelopquently,expletive determiner-demonstrative ment. demonstratives-a determiners-* expletive determiners/agreement morphemes (i)
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Finally, in step four of the developmentalprocess, the higher expletive head may actually disappearand the overt morphemein XP2 comes to be the sole instantiationof the functional type associated with the XP shell. This is now occurring in modem colloquial French,where ne is disappearingfrom negation structuresand it is common for the only indicationof negation to be the presence of pas, as seen in 44. (44) Je veux pas aller I want NEG go



'I don't want to go.' The disappearanceof the higherhead is also attestedin the Chinese aspectualstructures considered.Whereasprogressive aspect is frequentlysignalled by the pair zai ... ne, for many speakersit is now also possible for the use of the simple second element ne to indicate progressive aspect. (45) ta kan shu ne he look book ASP



'He is reading.' And in Spanish, if an overt definite determinerdoes not occur in D?, it is also clearly possible for a demonstrativeto occur in this position as in 43c above. We now suggest that withoutthis overt morphologicalevidence for the higher head, the shell structuresignificantly becomes reanalyzed as a single collapsed functional projection,and the XP shell reducesto a new simplex functionalprojectionXP, phonologically identified by the newer element 13from the lower half of the shell encoding the original semanticvalue of X. Ex. 46a consequentlysimplifies to 46b, and 47 represents modem colloquial Frenchwherepas is commonly the only overt instantiationof negation. (46) a.



b.



->



Xp1



Xtl



X0'-



xa



(P)



XP2AGR



Spec



X'2AGR



X-2AGR



(P) NegP



Spec pas



Neg' N/\ Neg?



X'



Spec



(P)



(47)



XP



V VP



ZP



X?



(P)



ZP
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Step four thereforebrings the cycle full circle and results in a returnto the state in which a single overt morphemeinstantiatesa single functionalprojection.Critically, however, a change has occurred in the physical instantiationof the projection as a newer element has come to be sequentiallyreinterpretedas representingthe original semanticvalue of the projection,and the process of change has involved intermediate stages in which first focus concord and then semanticallyredundantsimple concord are developed. Note finally, that the reductionof the shell structureinto a single XP may arguably also result where both overt elements collapse into a single new form. In Latin, for example (see Schwegler 1990), the negative head ne was originally frequentlyreinforced by emphaticdoubling with the secondaryelement oenum (lit. 'one (thing)') as in 48a. Later,ne and oenum collapsed into the newer simplex form non (48b). (48) a. ne oenum dico NEG one



say.lsG



'I didn't say one [thing]!' b. ne oenum -



non



Following this, Schwegler (1990:153) reportsthat non also came to select for its own new emphaticreinforcersof negation and so the cycle continuedon througha second parallel sequence. Viewed as a whole, the entire cyclic process of change allows one to make natural sense of how certain agreementphenomenamay actually arise and be syntactically licensed, with focus structuresselected by functional heads reducing into dependent concord projections, and the doubling of morphology naturallyused to signal focus later becoming simple agreement.It is importantto note that our proposals do not attemptto eliminate agreementas being potentiallypresent in syntactic structure.Instead we suggest a slightly differentperceptionof agreementprojectionsin two basic ways. First, we arguedthat such projectionsare not located randomlyin the clause but areinsteadinducedby specific functionalheadswith genuine semanticcontent.Second, we suggested that the necessary dependency of an agreement-typeprojection on a higherselecting head effectively licenses this in the structureas partof a single complex shell projectionhaving a single semantic value. Such suggestions now raise furtherimportantquestions about the process argued for. In ?6 we thereforeconsider certainconsequencesof the view of agreementwhich has been developed. ISSUES.The first point to highlight here is that the 6. CONSEQUENCESAND FURTHER



structuralview of agreement suggested here is ratherdifferent from more standard characterizationsof agreementand is, in fact, opposite to common assumptionsin a rather clear way. Elsewhere it is regularly assumed that agreement projections are projections.Lexical projectionsare partsof structureprojectedby otherlower LEXICAL thereforetaken to structurallyinduce higher agreementprojectionsfrom below, as for example in 49. However, we propose here that agreementprojectionsare essentially of a focus projectionby a higher induced from above due to the original SELECTION FUNCTIONALhead as in 50a. When the original focus interpretation undergoes decay,



an agreementprojectionis theneffectively licensed andinducedby the higherfunctional head in the shell, as in 50b.
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(49) a.



b.



AgrP VP



Agr



AgrP NP



Agr N



V



(50) a.
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-> b.



XP1



X1



X'



XP2FocUS



X2FOCUS



XP1



ZP



X2AGR



ZP



X2AGR



The present approachto agreementconsequentlydiffers significantlyfrom more standardviews in assumingthatagreementprojectionsmay be inducedin syntacticstructure by higher functional heads ratherthan lower lexical projections.In such a view, the apparentoccurrenceof an agreementprojectionabove a lexical projectionis essentially just a by-productof the way the original focus projectionis selected. For example, if the selecting functionalhead is an aspectualhead thatotherwisedirectlyselects a lexical VP complement,when a focus projectionis induced between the Asp? and the VP, as in 5 la, and decays into simple agreement,the result will be that an agreement-type projection will appear to occur induced above the VP. In fact, if our proposals are correct,it is the higherfunctionalheadthatis responsiblefor the locationandoccurrence of the agreement-typeprojectionand not the lower lexical projection. (51) a.



b.



AspP



Asp



AspFOCUS



AspFocus



VP



AspP



Asp



ASPAGR



ASPAGR



VP



We suggest that this may actually be a more naturalway to think about how new projections may be induced into structureand that whereas selection by a head is a clear and well-established syntactic relation, it may be more difficult to characterize and understandthe syntacticrelationthat would permita VP to induce and projectan agreementprojectionin a position dominatingit, that is, the VP cannot be suggested to select for the AgrP in any syntactic or regularly structuralway. In standardapproaches, one either has to admit the occurrenceof agreementprojectionsas simple theoreticalprimitivesin syntacticstructure,being automaticallyprojectedabove lexical projections,or assume the converse, that it is agreementheads that select for lexical projections.The latterview faces the criticismthata head with no real semanticcontent is licensed to occur in structureand select a lexical complement (in contrastwith the presentproposalwhere a lower lexical complementis essentially selected by the whole complex shell which the agreementprojectionis partof and which does have a genuine
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semantic value). Such a view is also unable to account for how agreementsystems seem to regularlydevelop and then later disappear;if an agreementprojectioncomes into existence in a structurewhere agreementpreviously did not occur, it is not easy to understandhow this could happenif the criticalsyntacticrelationis thatthe agreement head itself selects the lower lexical projection.The alternativeview-that agreement projectionsare simple primitivesassociatedwith every lexical projection-is also open to certaincriticismand the objectionthatit is not so empiricallyobvious thatall lexical projectionsnecessarilydo projectagreementphrases.Quitepossibly, if thereis no overt materialever presentto identify such hypotheticalprojections,they may arguablynot in fact be presentin the syntactic structure. A second importantgeneralquestionis whetherand how the accountdeveloped here mightbe extendedto othercommonagreementphenomena,such as thatbetweensubject DPs and verbs, and adjectival agreementwithin DPs. Related to this is the issue of whetherall apparentagreementphenomenaare in fact uniform,and whetherspec-head agreementbetween the componentsof a single projectionreally is of the same type as the agreementfound between elements located in two different adjacentprojections, such as the case agreementthat may obtain between a determinerand a following adjective in Germanic-typelanguages. Third, there is the issue of whether AFFIXAL agreementreally is the same as the concordfound with freestandingindependentmorphemes. In this article we have concentratedon agreementbetween relatively free morphemesratherthan affixes, because the former are generally historically younger and it is thereforeeasier to uncover how and why they may have come into existence as agreementmorphemes.Consequently,there are many importantquestions still to be answeredaboutthe generalphenomenonof agreement.Nevertheless,we confidently believe that a considerationof the developmentalcycle argued for here may provide a useful new way of thinking about these old problems and may also lead to rather different and potentially interestinganswers. We show below that this is indeed the case with SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT phenomenaand that a reconsiderationof subjectverb agreementfrom the viewpoint suggested here results in an analysis that interestingly converges on recent ideas aboutthe syntax of clitics proposedin Sportiche 1995. The brief reconsiderationof verbalagreementfurthermoreshows in a positive way that it does seem possible to extend the basic approachto other more common agreement patternsand also to the occurrenceof affixal agreement,two of the questions raised immediatelyabove. It is quite commonly assumed in the literaturethat subject agreementmorphology develops from the reanalysisof subjectpronouns(see e.g. Bresnan& Mchombo 1987, Givon 1976, Hopper& Traugott1993), and we also make this fairly basic assumption. The more importantquestion perhapsis exactly how this reanalysis takes place and what the reanalysismight indicateaboutthe underlyingsynchronicstructureof subject agreement.A frequently referredto view of the reanalysis process is that found in Giv6n 1976. Giv6n suggeststhatsubjectagreementresultsfrom the reanalysisof TOPICSHIFT structures(left dislocation). As schematizedin 51 (from Giv6n 1976:154), it is suggested that frequentuse of left dislocation topic-shift forms results in an original subjectpronounbeing reanalyzedas a subject agreementprefix and a topic NP being reanalyzedas a new subject (52 is an abstractrepresentationfor any language where this reanalysistakes place).
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Pronoun Verb
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-



The man he-came



Subject Agr-Verb



Thoughinitially quite plausible, such a hypothesisof the developmentof subjectagreement leaves one with two simple problems. The first is the original theory-internal problemthat if the agreementmorphologyon the verb has to be licensed by a higher agreementprojection,the analysis here brings us no closer to understandingexactly how such hypotheticalagreementprojectionsmight be able to occur and be licensed in syntacticstructure.The second problemis the more generaltheory-neutraldifficulty that the reanalysisprocess in 51 will clearly not account for the rathercommon occurratherthanprefixes, and languageswhere subrence of subject agreementas SUFFIXES verbs are jects neutrally precede predicted to uniformly develop prefixal agreement ratherthan suffixal forms. Since there are in fact a large numberof S > V languages with suffixal agreement,this obviously is a nontrivialproblem,as Giv6n himself concedes. For these reasons, we would therefore like to explore how the approachto agreementsuggested above might possibly lead to differentinsights into the reanalysis of subject pronounsas agreementmarkers. If the development of subject agreement were indeed to follow the same pattern argued for in the other cases of agreementexamined here, one would expect that the process would involve some older functional head coming to select for a new focus projectioninstantiatedby an element in concord with it. Assuming that subject agreement does in fact result from the reanalysisof subjectpronouns,one can conclude that the two elements critically involved in the developing concord relationare indeed the subject pronounand some new NP introducedinto the structure.Furthermore,given that it is the subject pronoun which is undergoing grammaticalizationand eventual reanalysis as an agreementaffix in such situations, it is fairly naturalto suggest that the pronoun member of the pronoun/NPpair is essentially the older element in the concord situation.The pronounis also the element that may phonologicallychange its shape over time as it attachesto the verb and may possibly decay and disappearwith time. Consequently,if some kind of selection relationwere to obtainin the development of subject agreementas elsewhere, there are reasons to think that it is the pronoun,as older memberof the pair, which should be taken to select for a new reinforcementof itself in the form of a second full NP with matchingphi-features. Exploring such a scenario further,in the other cases considered here it has been argued that a higher functional head selects for and introducesthe newer and lower focus-concordprojection.We would like to suggest that two assumptionsmight now allow one to see the development of subject agreementas potentially very similar to the generalpatternof developmentwe have proposed.First, we suggest thatthe higher head v? in a VP shell may be considered to be semifunctionalin nature due to the regularfunctionalrole it is assumedto have in transitiveclauses in encoding causation/ causativity and assigning an agent/cause theta-role to the subject base generated in SpecvP (as suggested in Chomsky 1995). Our second proposal is that when subject pronounscome to grammaticalizeas agreement-likemorphemes,these elements may become reanalyzedas being base generatednot as full maximal projectionsin SpecvP but as X? elements in v?itself. Such a reanalysismay reflect two changes. First,phonologically reduced monosyllabic elements that grammaticalizemay quite naturallybe reinterpretedas instantiatingX? head positions as words ratherthan XMAXspecifier-
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like positions as full phrases, a process of reanalysis that can be called



SPEC-HEAD



REDUCTION.



(53)



SPEC-HEAD REDUCTION:A morphologically simplex element commonly positioned in the specifier position of a functional head X? may over time be reanalyzed as instantiating X? if there is otherwise no overt morpheme generated in X0.17



Second, if the v? head essentially represents agentivity/causation, it can be suggested that this is indeed quite naturally encoded by a pronominal element that otherwise would be interpreted as an agent/cause.18 Such assumptions now allow us to suggest that the development of subject agreement begins with the reanalysis of subject pronouns as instantiations of v? rather than SpecvP, and that such elements grammaticalized in the semifunctional head v? then select for emphatic reinforcement of their own particular value as in the other cases of focus concord examined earlier. Here the morphological doubling will require a second element interpreted as the agent/cause of the event with a phi-feature specification matching the 'pronoun' in v?, hence in concord with the head v?. Such a new element, introduced to reinforce the weakened pronoun, can now be suggested to be inserted in the specifier of a new emphatic/focus projection selected by v?, as in 54. Following this we suggest that the new full NP inserted in the specifier of the focus projection raises up to the surface subject position, and the old grammaticalized pronoun as a weakened and phonologically dependent element attracts the verb in V0.19 The verb will then naturally left-adjoin to the element in v? as in 55 with the result that a new agreement suffix element appears on the verb in the (abstract) surface sequence [John left-he].



17



Spec-headreductioncan be suggested to account for cases such as Spanish que, which has grammaticalized as an X? word-level complementizerin CO'that' from its otherregularfunctionas a full XP meaning 'what' in SpecCP, and for numerouscases in Chinese where (certain)adverbsshow very clear evidence of being X? heads ratherthanXPs in specifierpositions (as arguedconvincingly in Cinque 1999). For example, as noted in Fu 1994, various adverbsin Chinese can occur either with the suffix de or without de, but only de-suffixed adverbscan be modified and expandedas XPs. Because adverbswithoutde cannot be expanded to XP-size, such morphologicallysimplex elements are assumedto be in head not spec positions. Soh (2001) also shows that tone sandhipatternsin Hokkien Chinese indicatevery clearly that certainHokkien adverbs are in head positions as they are phonologically phrasedwith a following verb in the way that is typical of heads precedingverbs and not preverbalXP specifiers or adjuncts.The assumptionthat adverbs originally base generatedin specifier positions may undergoreanalysisas heads will also account for the creationof new tense forms/affixes that seem to have an adverbialorigin, for example tenses in certainlanguages that refer restrictivelyto activities occurringduring the day of the speech time can be assumed to be simply derived from a reanalysisof an adverbsuch as 'today' as a new tense head. There are consequentlymany cases that can be naturallyaccountedfor by a process of spec-headreductionand it may indeed be a rather common form of grammaticalization,we suggest. '8 See here also the very relevantcase of dialects of Arabicwhere pronounssometimesfunctionas copulas and hence are inserted into and instantiateverb-like semifunctionalheads. In Egyptian Arabic it is also possible for pronounsto function as question particlesin C?. Consequently,it is not particularlystrangeto suggestthatpronounsmightalso be reanalyzedin the semifunctionalheadv?with which they would otherwise have a relationas the element receiving the theta-rolein SpecvP. 19See Radford 1997 for many empirical argumentsthat the verb in English undergoes overt raising to v0.
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Consequently, it would seem that the basic approach to the development of agreement argued for earlier may indeed be hypothetically and perhaps usefully extended to other common cases of agreement after certain careful reflection, and such an approach allows for an account of the development of subject-verb agreement here that is both quite plausible and clearly accounts for the fact that this frequently develops as suffixal agreement.20 In an interesting way the general proposals developed earlier necessarily lead one to assume a somewhat different view of the way agreement arises, and suggest that rather than a topic-shift left dislocation strategy, agreement may actually be a focus-related construction that results in the occurrence of verb-agreement. Such focus can be understood here to effectively correspond to the optional emphasis of pronominal elements that are undergoing gradual weakening and grammaticalization via the introduction of a secondary element with the same value/properties.21 Later on, following the general developmental cycle proposed for other cases of agreement, one can suggest that the initial optionality of the secondary element commonly disappears along with the extra emphasis it adds into the construction and that the focus/emphatic structure develops into simple obligatory concord. Further on still, one would anticipate that the semantic redundancy of the simple agreement might cause the loss and disappearance of the higher, older element as in other cases, and that this in turn would result in a loss of the pronominal agreement markers-a situation that is, in fact, not uncommon crosslinguistically.22 Ultimately then, the cyclic pattern of development posited earlier can be argued to allow rather naturally for a modelling of subject-verb agreement with the same basic properties assumed for other instances of concord. It is also interesting to note that the analysis of subject-verb agreement that the basic approach most naturally leads to turns out to show strong similarities to ideas about clitic pronouns proposed in Sportiche 1995. Sportiche, in his influential paper, suggests that clitic pronouns are elements base generated in verb-related functional heads, hence as X? word-level functional elements. Given that clitic pronouns commonly develop into verbal agreement morphemes (as noted for example in Spencer 1991:350), such a proposal is then clearly close to the present speculation that subject agreement results from the reanalysis of pronouns in the semifunctional headv?. To the extent that our 20 In addition to the derivationand structureproposedin 52 and 54, we would like to note that a rather different potential implementationof the basic ideas of this article to subject-verbagreement has been suggested to us by Dominique Sportiche.Maintainingthe essential hypothesis and insight that agreement develops following the initial selection and decay of a focus projection,Sportichepoints out that it might be possible to suggest that a pronominalelement in a DOposition selects for a DP-intemal focus projection as an emphatic reinforcementof the value of the pronoun in a way similar to cases where a determiner selects for a DP-internalFocP lexicalized by a demonstrative,hence a structurelike [DP [D he [FocP John]]]. In such a view, which has a similarity to analyses of clitic-doubling and pronoun-antecedentpairings in Uriagereka 1995, and Kayne 2000, 2001, both the clitic pronounand the surface subject would originate inside a single DP, with the latter raising out to a position higher in the clause for case/EPP reasons. An analysis along these lines may, however, face the difficulty that it would requireassumingthatthe verb first raises to the clitic pronounin SpecvP and then out of this left branchspecifier to a higher head position in languageswith overt V-to-T movement(e.g. French).Since this lattermovementmightbe expectedto violate locality conditions (i.e. the left branchcondition), we here retainthe analysis in the text, which has instead v?. In othercases, though, a more regularoccurrenceof head movementto the enclitic pronounreanalyzedas a DP-internaldoubling of a pronounoriginally driven by focus might turn out to be appropriate. 21 Significantlyit can be notedthatthe ongoing developmentof verbalagreementin certainBantulanguages has indeed frequentlybeen describedas being associatedwith the clear additionof emphasis,addingsupport for such a view of focus (Cole 1955, Segopolou 2000). 22 Though if the agreementmorphologyfunctionally licenses and identifies a null pro subject, it clearly will not be redundantand thereforeshould not be underpressureto disappear.
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account therefore forces conclusions that converge with ideas already motivated on other grounds,this can be taken as good, positive supportfor such a general approach to the modelling of agreement. Finally here, on the topic of focus, an importantingredientand secondaryclaim of this articlehas been thatfocus as a functionalprojectionis not fixed to a uniqueclausal location in the left periphery,as may be implied in recent work by Rizzi (1997) and defended in Cinque 1999, but may in fact occur in a the UNIVERSAL BASEHYPOTHESIS varietyof positions, potentiallyselected by both clausal and nominalfunctionalheads. This raises the question of whetherthe universalbase hypothesis is weakened by the proposals and findings presented here. We believe the answer is no: focus may be considered in a way similar to the patterningof negation. Following interestingwork on negationin dialects of Italiancarriedout by Zanuttini(1997), Cinque(1999) suggests that negation may actually be located in four discrete positions in the clause, though two of these locations are more common crosslinguisticallythan the other two. We believe that the same may be true of focus, and that while it may be very common crosslinguisticallyfor languages to have a left-peripherytype focus position, further investigationsuch as thatpresentedhere may reveal that there are otherpotentialpositions where focus may occur, in a way quite similar to negation. Just as Zanuttini's work on negation can consequently be interpretedas not necessarily weakening the universalbase hypothesis, we also believe that the same may be true of the proposals concerning the occurrenceof focus (and agreement)made here. REFERENCES 1987. Topic, pronoun and agreement in Chichew'a. BRESNAN,JOAN,and SAMMCHOMBO.
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